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2.) Nearly all of the rural communities across western Montana and certainly all of them within the Lolo

planning area, have a strong culture and historical connection with logging and mining activities.

Everything that happens on the Lolo affects the culture of these historic rural communities. These

communities and their dependency on our forest resources have played a significant role in the historic

development of the forest ecosystems we enjoy today. The Assessment does a good job of including

other cultural heritages but fulls short with the important cultural and historic role our rural

communities have played. Please include the cultural and historic roles our rural communities have

played !n creating current conditions, status, and trends.

3.) Of the fifteen key topics included in the Assessment, only one (wilderness and wild and scenic rivers)

received special emphasis and provided the opportunity for public involvement through a public

comment period prior to the development of the Draft Assessment. lt is our understandinB that this

process was mandated through the Forest S€rvice Hand Book or the 2012 Planning Rule or both. These

types of processes with emphasis given to a single issue or topic to elevate them above other forest uses

is what creates the trust and fear issues that the Forest and the planning team have spent so much time
trying to dispel. The planning process simply does not allow time to treat every issue or topic with this

level of involvement nor should it. However, it is simply not appropriate to give the impression that the
Forest is elevating the importance of a single topic above all others, especially when it is one that is

concentrated on a single interests with no provision for multiple use.

4.) Logging and the forest products industry has historically played a significant role in forest
management since the early 180O's. Most of the infrastructure we all use and enjoy on our forests today
has been created and maintained as a result of logging activity and dollars received through timber
receipts. These historic logging activities that continue today are evident throughout the forest and are

documented in many historical books. Yet it seems there is a reluctance to include this history and

culture in discussions throughout the Assessment when we discuss drivers and distinctive roles that have

contributed to today's ecosystems.

While these forest products businesses have distinctive roles within only four of the eight geographic

areas, they provide critical infrastructure for managing allthe forests across western Montana and
eastern ldaho. We speak in more detail about this in the specific sections in our following Assessment
comments. Many of these forest products industries provide essential outlets for non-saw and residual
products produced through the logging and lumber manufacturing processes which is critical to the
success of the forest products industry and essential for our federal and state land management
agencies to accomplish mandated management strategies to improve forest health and address the
forest health and wildfire crisis we face today.

DRAFT ASSESSMENT COMMENTS

Chapter 1: Overview and Assessment Background

1.1 Document Structure

The stated intent of the draft assessment is to provide information on the current conditions and
resources on the forest and to that end, with a few exceptions we believe it has done that on
most of the key issues and topics. However, as indicated below the language in some case is



misleading and again places the burden on commenters to decide what detail we should be

seeking out for comment-

Page 1 paragraph l; This dmlt ossessment is o ropid ntaluation of relevont existing conditions,

dotus, and trends on the l-olo Ndtionol Forest and reprcsents the firct stoge in the plan

rettision prccess.

1.2 Purpose of the Assessment

Describes the three phases of the assessment process with the first phase briefly described as

follows; Assessment Phase. The evoluation of existing infurmation, such os relddnt ecologicdl,

eoonomic, ond sociol conditions, trends, and sustoinobility, and its relationshiP to the lond

monogement plon within the context of the brcodet londsape.
This section goes on to say; Assessm ents orc not decision-making documents but Provide
current informotion on select topics relevont to the pton oreo.

States; Irre ossessm ent provides the loundotion lor the plon rcvision process. As such, it hos

been prepored priot to the identification oI the need ror chonge to ensure the retevant

informotion is gathered thot will inlorm the pton devetopment process. lt goes on to say, ,n

oddition, the dssessment includes infurmation reldted to likely luture trends.

Sections 1-1 and 1.2 provide a summary of the intent of the fusessment, to evaluate and identiry current

conditions, which if left at that makes commenting relatively easy. lt goes on to say that Assessments

provide current information but are not decision-making documents. However, section 1.3.2 clouds the

issue. While the assessment may not be a decision-making document, it states that it does provide the
foundation for the plan revision process and the plan development procesl which puts a lot of
responsibility on the Information Included in the Assessment. Additionally, it states the assessment

includes information related to likely future trends which is certainly contrary to section 1.1 shown

above. We respectfully request that you provide clarifyinE information about what the actual roll of the
Assessment is.

3.) 1.5.1 Biophysical Elements

Terrestrial Ecosystems:

ln the early days up until 1920, wildfire, insects, and disease did play the primary role in the
development of our ecosystems. Howeve4 from 1920 up until 1990, due to fire suppression

efforts and some milder climates, fire had a much smaller footprint on the land and for 70 years

logging and other prescribed vegetation management strategies became the major system

drivers. In the years following 1990, the number of acres treated though mechanical means

dropped dramatically and fire once again began to play a larger role. Today, due to the lack of
active forest management and the effects of climate change, we are dealing with a forest heath
and wildfire crisis, and wildfires are certainly playing a larger role in altering our ecosystems. For

the past 10O years logging and other prescribed vegetation management strategies has played a

larger role as major system drivers with ability to determine desired outcomes without the
catastrophic results created by wildfires that can destroy entire ecosystems including sensitive
and endangered plant and animal habitat. lf we are going to talk about system drivers and

1.3.2 Scope. Scale. and Timins
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5.) 1.5.3 Distinctive Roles by Geotraphic Area

. Clearwater:

Pyramid Mountain Lumber located in Seeley Lake is the oldest surviving fumily-owned mill in

Montana. They have been the primary source of year-round employment since 1949, fur before

today's booming recreational business was started. ln fact, Pyramid Mountain Lumber has been

instrumental in the development of recreational business in the area, yet nothing is mentioned

in this section about their existence and the distinctive roles they play. We hope you will correct

this oversight.

Greater Missoula

Two forest products businesses exist in the Greater Missoula area that provide essential services

for managing our federal and state lands, Roseburg Forest Products and Willis Enterprises. They

provide hundreds of critically important high paying industry job opportunities and should be

included in the distinctive roles for this area.

Lower Clark Fork:

Thompson River Lumber is located at the mouth of the Thompson River. Thompson River

Lumber and their associated contract loggers, road builders, and truckinB businesses provide the
critical infrastructure needed for the Forest Service to accomplish program targets to improve

forest health, reduce the risk of wildfires, improve the forests resistance and resilience to
wildfires, improve wildlife habitat, and improve public and firefighter safety. As the largest

employer in Sanders County they provide critical high paying job opportunities for year-round

employment. Please include this information in the distinctive roles for this geographic area.

St. Reqis:

We appreciate the mention of the forest product economies in this area but more specific

information should be included. The distinctive roles for this area indicates that the economy is

based on a blend of forest products and tourism. lt goes on to elaborate on a few specifics with
recreation but mentions nothing more about the forest products businesses. We have three
forest products businesses in Mineral County that provide critically important year-round job
opportunities in Mineral County, ldaho Forest Group, Big Sky Forest Products, and Mountain
West Bark. Big Sky Forest Products and Mountain West Bark provide an outlet for non-saw and

other residual products that are critical for the success of lumber manufucturing facilities and
federal and state vegetation management programs. While summer recreation continues to
grow, road and area closures have dramatically reduced winter recreation. Please include this
information in the final version of the assessment.

6.) 1.6 Malor Driverc and Stressors

. Litigation has become a major factor in delaying or stopping projects that would otherwise
support ecosystem integrity. Human activities such as fire suppression, livestock grazing,

vegetation management, and population growth, are listed as major drivers or stressors.
Similarly, litigation should be listed along with these other human caused stressors and driver.

7.) 1,8.3 States, Local Governments, and other Federal Agencies

. County Resource Use Plans should be added to the list of management plans.



Chapter 2: Assessment Findings: Biophysica! Elements

1.) 2.1.1 Climate Change

As the assessment suggests, there is a great deal of uncertainty about the magnitude and rate of
climate change and how precipitation patterns will change. However, increased temperatures

are expected to result in a reduction of water available for forest vegetation and severe wildfires

will occur more frequently, at higher intensity, and on a larger scale. Additionally, wildfires are

accelerating transitions to non-forest ecosystems types as a result of conifer tree recruitment
failure due to environmental constnints on seedling survival. These same conditions will
continue to create more favorable conditions for invasive species, insects, and disease which will

degrade forest and vegetation health.

While the actual affects of these conditions is unknown with any certainty into the future, the
effects of these trends on forest vegetation are visible today. As identified in the Presidents

Wildfire Crisis Strategy, we are in a forest health and wildfire crisis and we must dramatically

accelerate the number of acres of hazardous fuel treatments we are implementing annually if
we are going to get ahead of these catastrophic conditions. We understand the primary intent
of the assessment is to evaluate existing infurmation, such as relevant ecological, economic, and

social conditions, trends, and sustainability. However, the assessment also includes information

on likely future trends. This climate change section should acknowledge the need to increase

the number of acres beinB treated annually with hazardous fuels treatments to help reverse

current trends.

2.) 2.1.2 Fire

The first two sentence of this section state; "Ihe ,Vorthern Rocky Mountain ecosystems ore often
referred to os fire-driven systems. This ocknowledges fire os the mojor disturbance that shopes

the forests ond shrublonds oI this orea." While it is true, fire up until 1920 was the major
disturbance that shaped vegetation ecosystems, it is also true that during the TGyear period

between 1920 and 1990, fire suppression, logging and other vegetation management practices

played a much larger role than fire in shaping our forest ecosystems. As the graph in figure 3 of
the assessment illustrates, we successfully managed our forests and suppressed wildfires,
primarily through mechanical means up until 1990. ln 1991 harvest volumes and consequently
acres treated, in western Montana began a sharp decline. The Lolo for example, in the single
year between 1990 when they harvested over 103 million board feet and 1991, harvest levels
dropped by nearly 50 percent a trend that continued until it hit an all-time low of less than 11

million board fuet in 2007. Similarly harvest volumes on other forests across western Montana
saw significant reductions as well. The Kootenai dopped from a high of 2lt8 million board feet to
a low in in 2009 of 25 million board feet, the Bitterroot dropped from 47 million board feet to
3.5 million board feet in 2000, the Deer Lodge dropped from 45 million board feet to 6 million
board feet in 2007, and the Beaverhead dropped from 42 million board feet to 5.5 million board
in 1996. Over the next 20 to 25 years we continued to suppress wildfires and restrict vegetation
management, allowing hazardous fuels to build up, a process that continues today, creating the
forest health and wildfire crisis we deal with today. lf the assessment is truly focused on
assesslng current conditions and discussing historic functions that shaped our forest ecosystems,
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Third: For assessment and planninB purposes, we should follow available science, first-hand

knowledge, and local expertise to define existing conditions, status, and trends. Comments that
suB8est current conditions, status, and trends are based on "assumptions" or are politically

motivated through "political and media attention" contribute nothing to the intent of the

assessment.

5.) 2.1.6 lnvasive Species

Aquatic lnvasive Vertebrates
lnvasive species that threaten native species include brook trout, brown trout, rainbow trout,
and northern Pike. Northern Pike were likely introduced illegally by the public in the 1990's

whereas brown trout, rainbow trout, and brook trout were introduced by agencies (likely, Fish

Wildlife and Parks) in the early 1900s to provide increased recreational opportunities. This

practice was discontinued in the 1970's when it was recognized it was harmful to the native fish

communities (primarily bull trout). Brook trout, rainbow trout and brown trout now greatly

outnumber native trout species.

These non-native trout species and climate change now pose the most severe threats to native

trout species. With the listing of bull trout as threatened under the endangered species in 1998,

and the designation of bull trout critical habitat in 2010, the primary burden of managing the

bull trout habitat fell sharply in the lap of the Forest Service in spite of the fact that State

agencies are in a large part responsible for the species decline. Non-native species will continue

to prey on young bull trout and out-compete adult bull trout for space and resources. Authority
to directly manage native and non-native fishes belongs to State agencies and they should take

an active role in developing solutions to recover bull trout populations rather than sit back and

hope Forest Service habitat restoration efforts willfix the problem they created. lt seems it
could be as simple to increase bull trout populations as it was to establish the invasive species by

planting hatchery stock by the thousands if necessary. The Thompson Falls fish ladder only
passed 21 bull trout from 2otl lo 2022. lt is un€lear whether this is a design flaw in the ladder

or simply an overall lack of migratory bull trout. Planting large numbers of bull trout could

answer this question as well. There needs to be a collaborative agreement between FWP and

the Forest included in the Lolo Plan Revision to guide a recovery effort.

5.) 2.1,8 Livestock Grazing

This section improperly categorizes livestock grazing only as an ecosystem stressor when in fact,
if managed properly in can also be an ecosystem driver. Additionally, this section contains very
little information about current conditions, status, and trends. lnstead it talks mostly about what
can or may happen when grazing allotments are improperly managed. While we are not familiar
with conditions on all grazing allotments, we are familiar with two on the Superior District. ln

our opinion these allotments are properly monitored and managed. These properly managed
grazing allotments have become ecosystem drivers by reducing grass and other understory
vegetation which reduces the risk of severe wildfire and reduces fire intensity if and when they
occur. They are managed for sustainable grazing opportunities into the future. While there is

some degradation of the stream channel, the fire hazard reduction benefits fur away any



negatives impacts. Additional grazing opportunities should be considered on the forest to help

with fuel reduction efforts.

7.) 2.1.9 Forest Vegetation

This section does a good job of discussing vegetation management tools and techniques and

past vegetation treatments by activity and type, but it misses completely the assessment of
current conditions, status and trends. The forest currently has numerous active forest

restoration/fuels reduction projects in progress (17 just on the Superior and Plains/fhompson

Falls districts) designed to improve forest health, reduce the risk of wildfire, and make forest

more resistant and resilient to the effects of wildfire. Due to the lack of active management and

warming climate conditions, the forest is experiencing high levels of mortality due to insects and

disease. Due to overstocked stand conditions trees are forced to compete for a limited supply of
water adding to forest health and mortality issues. Unless we are missing the intent of the
Assessment completely, at a minimum a condensed version of this information should be

included here.

2.10 Carbon Stocks and Carbon Pools

Carbon Sequestration:
Wildfires are one of the biggest contributors to carbon emissions. One example is the Angora

Fire in South Lake Tahoe. This fire burned 3,100 acres offorested land and released 141,000

tons of carbon dioxide and the decay of the trees killed increased the emissions to 518,000 tons.

This is comparable to 105,500 cars annual emissions (Bonnicksen 2008). The ten-year mean

number of acres burned annually across the United States is approaching 7 million (NIFC 20f9);
the cumulative emissions from these fires is large, and altering the intensity of these fires
represents an opportunity to significantly reduce emissions. Through forest plan revision the
leadership team should be looking at what needs to be done to reduce wildfircs on the
landscape. Science has proven that sustainably well managed forests sequester more carbon
and are carbon sinks. Unhealthy unmanaged forests are carbon sources due to tree mortality
from wildfire, insects, and diseases. Trees harvested through sustainably managed silvicultural
prescriptions are manufactured into lumber and paper products which can store carbon for
decades and even centuries. The forest plan leadership team should be looking at ways to
increase the acres treated through sustainable forest management and not spend time
identifying areas to potentially move out of the suitable base into other manag€ment
classifications (MA'sl. These other MAs generally are restrictive and hinder the local land

managers from being able to carry out good sound silviculture.

2,1,11 lnfrastructure

We believe it is inappropriate to discuss the role of infrastructure as a stressor without also

discussing the benefits of roads. While section 3.8 lnfrastructure, discusses the importance of
roads for many of the resource use and management activities, neither of these sections discuss

the adverse effucts to water quality and watershed health resulting from high-severity wildfire
and the positive correlation between an intact road infrastructure and effective wildfire
suppression. This section also stotes thot the Lolo contoins "mony" miles of roods within 7N
feet of woterbodies where roads con impoir the noturol t'unction of riporian and oquotic



ecosystems. While there are roads on the Lolo that are within 10O fuet of waterbodies,
quantifyin8 that using an arbitrary measurement like "many" is misleading. lf we are going to
include a measured amount it should be backed with actual measured miles or we should not

discuss the quantities.

Chapter 3 Assessment Findings: Socioeconomic Elements and Multiple uses

1.)3.1 Social and Economic Conditions

This chapter provides a huge amount of invaluable information that is certainly relevant and

important to this plan revision process. The Lolo is located within seven counties in Montana,

borders four counties in ldaho, shares its boundaries with seven other National Forests (more

than any other forest in the U.S.), and borders the Flathead lndian Reservation on three sides.

Glven its Juxtaposition with these other agencies and counties, we understand and support the
inclusion of 31 counties in the socioeconomic area of influence. This acknowledges the breadth

of influence the Lolo has on socioeconomic conditions across a wide range of counties and

communlties.

However, we believe additional information needs to be included to fully understand existing

relevant conditions, status, and trends. while we have lost our large lumber manufacturing

facility in St. Regis, we continue to have an active forest products industry based in Mineral

County that currently provides around 130 high paying forestry related jobs. The Lolo's central

location is drawing active involvement from nearly every remaining sawmill in western Montana

and north easter ldaho seeking timber and other commercial forest products. As evidenced by

the aggressive current bidding practices, there is a growing demand for commercial forest
products off the Lolo. Addfionally, Mineral County is seeking other opportunities to bring new
forest products businesses into the county. This continued business associated with the forest
products industry continues to contribute to the essential economic conditions in Mineral

County and highlights the need for us to look for ways to increase the suitable base for timber
management. Additionally, l-90 runs through the center of Mineral County and the Lolo from
Lookout pass almost to Drummond. Most of the Lolo is located less than 20 miles from the
freeway providing great access for transportation of commercial products and access for the
ever-growing essential recreation industry.

Much of the socioeconomic section in the Assessment was informed by the Economic Profile
System maintained by Headwaters Economics. This toolkit was developed in partnership with
the Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Forest Service. We are concemed that the

Headwaters information provides an incomplete cross-section ofthe forest products industry. For
example, many smaller contractors and op€rators that work in the Forest and in secondary

manufacturing but do not report or file unemployment insurance reports to the State and Counties

are not represented in the HeadwateB resources. In this respect we believe that the existing
assessment ofjobs generated from timber harvest on the l,olo National Forest is flawed. We

recommend thar the planning team focus its analysis on publications by the University of
Montana Bureau ofBusiness and Economic Research (BBER) to improve the portrayal ofthe
economic impacts of timber harvest on the Lolo.

33 Fire Managem€nt and the Wildland Urban Interface



This section does a goodjob of presenting current methods and strategies for assessing and

managing fire on the Lolo. lt provides relevant information with fire history and its contribution
to ecological function. Howevet we believe more detail is needed to accurately portray relevant

existing conditions, status, and trends.

Ofthe 640,923 acres that burned between 1985 and 2020, approximately 560,000 of those acres

bumed between 2000 and 2020 leaving only 81,000 acres bumed in the previous 15 year period.

In order to accurately represent current conditions, status, and tr€nds, this should be shown in two
separate time periods, 1985 to 1999 and 2000 to 2020. This would do a better job of illustrating

the change in current conditions and trends.

This section also states that over 300,000 acres of hazardous fuel treahnents have been

accomplished in the plan area and much of it using prescribed fire and much ofthat focused on

wildland urban interface areas ofthe Forest. This statement needs more detail to accurately

assess current conditions, status, and trends. It should detail how much of the work utilized
prescribed fire and how much ofthat was done in conjunction with timber harvest and other

treatments. It should detail what the other tj,pes of fuels treatments were and how much was

actually in the Wildland Urban lnterface (WUI) areas of the Forest?

We cannot accurately discuss fuels reduction, wildfire mitigation, or wildfire management issues

both inside and outside the WUI, without including the essential role of commercial and

noncommercial mechanical treatrnents. Because of the risks associated with prescribed fire, fire
should onty be utilized in the WUI in conjunction with mechanical treatrnents to reduce

hazardous fuels and fire intensity before fire is put on the landscape. With the forest health and

wildfire crisis we fac.e today and over I.3 million acres of the Lolo identified as WUI, it is
essential that we actively address the overstocked stand conditions and hazardous fuels issue

across the entire forest with an emphasis on the WUI.

Full suppression offires in not a management choice. Every fire potentially poses risk to human

values, health, Iife, and property. The Mineral County Resource Use Plan states that; "Every
citizrn of Mineral County is surrounded by forest and thus lives within harm's way of a nearby

wildfire." and "Therefore the Board commit to the policy that every fire on public land as well as

private property will be fought and extinguished as quickly as possible." Every fire poses an

unacceptable risk to human health and values. As the risk of wildfire increases. Proscribed

buming is becoming unacceptably risky and less acceptable to the public.

ln conclusion, we appreciate the hard work the planning team put into the preparation of the Draft
Assessment. Our comments are not intended to take away from this hard work but hopefully to provide

additional detail and share our local knowledge and expertise with current conditions, status, and
trends. Thank you for the opportunity to comment and we look forward to the opportunity to work with
the Planning Team and the Forest in the future to ensure our forests are managed for the health, safety
and economic stability or our rural counties and communities.

Respectfully submitted,

M ineral County Commissioners
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